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About This Game

Ludu (« ash » in breton) is a free adventure game created with RPG Maker 2003.

You play a character living peacefully in his small house and, when he leaves home, discovers a shadow of himself and tries to
follow it.

You progress through the game by solving riddles, and discover what is this strange shadow you see constantly.

Ludu won the "Bronze Alex" at the Alex d'Or 2013, and the award "Best Level-design" !
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Title: Ludu
Genre: Adventure, Free to Play, Indie
Developer:
Léo-Games
Publisher:
Léo-Games
Release Date: 4 Dec, 2016
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Please just turn away and leave this store page, the game is poor and the devs do not care.. Came for the inspiring story behind
the game, stayed to confirm I'm just as bad at math now as I was in school.. Nice little stardust type shooter. accompanied by a
good trance\\techno type soundtrack.
might take a while to get used the controls, as there's alot going on at the same time!

The difficulty is about right and the ship\/weapon upgrades do help you pull through each level.

I like it but I'm an old asteroids\/invaders nerd. Kind of a 2015 asteroids\/super stardust makeover but a good one :)

. A strategy-puzzle game in real-time, where colored tiles mark territory and you can't cross on your enemy terrirory. You
control groups of barbarians who can mutate their type depending on the building they go to.

Game is fun and hooking althgouh can be frustrating sometimes, specially if you want to 100% each level.

Ho-Ho/10. That was an interesting take on life and death.

And really creative design on VNs. Once you finish the story there is a message that says "There are no second chances" and you
can't start over.

But maybe there is also a secret to reset everything from 0?. Pretty alright so far lets see where it goes like the diversity of
power ups
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Fun for an occasional time sink. Figuring out the balances for different types of wine is fun at first, but there don't seem to be
any controls for preventing things like fruit flies or vine rot, and I am vastly irritated by the time delay on the shears. I also
didn't realize that you could only pick three varieties for your whole farm.

I haven't been playing long, so these might be things I haven't found the solutions for yet.. the craziet randomest weirdest game.
definetly worth it.. Yes very much pls. God save my soul. This does not belong in my Christian Steam Library.. Izzy is a cuck.
This game beautiful! Graphics are pretty cool. I completely enjoyed shooting enemies with two BIG GUNS. Graphics are
outstanding and game play is fun and entertaining it's a game that you play and dont realise you've just spent an hour on and
enjoyed every minute of it.
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